In this note, we state some results on the boundedness of certain operators on L p (R n ). The operators which we study are too singular to be handled by the ordinary Calderón-Zygmund techniques of [l] .
Our first theorem concerns a sublinear operator g\* which arises in Littlewood-Paley theory. If ƒ is a real-valued function on R n , set u(x, t) equal to the Poisson integral of/, defined on i£+ +1 = R n X (0, «> ). Then for X> 1, the gx*-function on R n is defined by the equation gx*co(*) = (ƒ (|3_'i +< ) < 
7+
The question has been raised, whether T c where
But no a priori L p o inequalities of any sort were known previously. We have proved the following partial result. THEOREM [3] .) Theorem 2 follows, using complex interpolation, from the two special cases p -\ and p = 2. The case p = 2 is immediate from the Plancherel theorem, and the case p -1 is just an example of the following generalization of the Calderón-Zygmund inequality. THEOREM 
Let a, a and p 0 be as above, and let q 0 be the exponent conjugate to po. Then T aa , extends to a bounded linear operator from L p o(R n ) to the Lorentz space L Pm (R n ). (For an exposition of Lorentz spaces, see
I K(x) I S A(X + I * I ) ~n ö/2 for x G R n - (ü) /|.I>II»I^ \K(x)-K(x-y)\dx£AforaUyeR(\y\ <1).
Then the operator f-^K * ƒ, defined for}'ELCQ(R n ) extends to an operator Tof weak-type (\, 1).
Obviously, then, T is a bounded operator on L p (R n ), for \<p < + «>.
A concrete example of a if satisfying (i) and (ii) is the kernel 2C(x)=exp^i*»/« for xER\ \x\ <1, and K(x)=0 otherwise. Theorem 2' can be strengthened in various ways. First of all, under reasonable assumptions on K, we can prove a weak-type inequality for the "maximal operator" This is the "right" range, since for p^n/a it is easily seen that T a does not extend to a bounded operator on L p (R n ).
THEOREM 3. Let n/a<p<2, and p<4:n/(3n+l). Then T a extends to a bounded linear operator on L p (R n ).
